2Lt Paul Allan Hastings King, 204 Squadron RAF
by Stewart K. Taylor

I

n his landmark publication Sopwith Camel King of
order to join the 13th Canadian Field Ambulance, CAMC,
Combat, the late UK historian, Chaz Bowyer, devoted one
and serve as a stretcher bearer at the Somme in 1916 and
particular chapter, which he titled ‘The Last Hurrah’, to the
Flanders in 1917. The gory sight of mutilations compounded
4 November 1918 dogfight of immense proportion, involving
2Lt Paul King’s desire to fight the war on a more equal footing
the Camels of 65 Squadron RAF, 204 Squadron RAF and a
– in the air. Taken onto RFC charge on 12 November 1917,
more than equal force of up to, by most eye witness estimates,
from the 43rd Field Ambulance, the course of aviation study
forty Fokker D.VIIs and a few razor winged D.VIIIs.
commenced at Hastings, followed by Oxford, then Uxbridge.
It is written strictly from the perspective of Capt Maurice
Undergoing flying training with 42 TS, Wye, he had a 16 July
Newham, 65 Squadron’s 18 victory super-star, in some respects,
1918 aero accident which kept him on hold until 4 September
and the corresponding Canadian, of equally proportionate
1918. He completed his fighting scout indoctrination with 2 FS
stature, Capt Joseph Leonard Harries White, also carrying a
at Marske. At its conclusion 2Lt King, after flying only three
‘chain’ of ribbon decorations on his tunic and some eighteen
types – Avro, Pup and Camel – had spent 110hr 40min in the
accredited claims up to that morning of Monday 4 November
elements, soloed for 92hr 30min, with only 18hr 10min dual.
1918.
Such preparations enabled 204 Squadron’s CO, Major E.W.
204 Squadron’s pilots were mostly very young, 1899 the birth
Norton DSC to be reasonably content with his latest addition.
year for many, but together with 213 Squadron RAF, it helped
King went from 4 ASD to 204 Squadron with 2Lt Allan James
form the fighter squadron
Ferguson Ross, another baby
backbone of the Naval Lt Paul Allan Hastings King, written on the reverse 'from your old
faced 1899 born Canadian.
sidekick, Cologne 4 April 1919'.
Command’s 61st and 65th
Ross was the son of a former
:E.F. Nicholson, ex 201 Squadron :via S.K.T.
Wings (5th Group) in WWI’s
Calgary Alderman, and
dying days.
originally joined the CEF as a
One unpublished history
private but was turned down
of 4 Naval/204 Squadron,
by the Cyclist Corps as underproduced by H.H. Russell
age. He had been a YMCA
with the assistance of Frank
member, was also well known
Cheeseman, more or less
in the Knox Presbyterian
finisheswithageneraltextbook
church as a senior member of
reference to 4 November 1918
the boys’ department. Once he
listing the 14 204 Squadron
had joined the RFC in Canada
participants. However that
on 3 June 1917, he received
yesterday’s author does
the bulk of his JN-4 training
mention Victoria, BC, born
in Texas, went overseas on 9
2Lt Paul Allan Hastings King,
April 1918, and completed the
good looking almost from
remaining portion with 61 TS,
the moment of his 10 March
South Carlton, graduating on
1898 birth to a couple of proud
15 July 1918. He would last one
parents ‘Mike’ and Jenny King
month, less a day, a sad average
of Caledonia Ave, Victoria. His
for so many young pilots in
mother, an American from
204 Squadron from September
Pittsburgh, also bestowed
1918 to the Armistice. October
equal favours on an achieving
1918 would turn out to be one
daughter who would take a
challenging month, heart
course of study at the Carnegie
breaking for families in
Institute, while Paul, ardently
England, Scotland, USA, Natal
fascinated by the world of
and Canada.
medicine, would attend the
One Canadian to escape the
University of BC as a medical
increasing stigma attached to
student. Uncompromising in
combat loss was Henry Gordon
taste and aspirations, he did
Clappison, another doll faced
compromise his studies in
teenager (born 1 October
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